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Purpose of this document: To provide instruction and best practice guidelines’ for the import and export of 
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1 Overview 
 

1.1 Introduction 

There are a number of tools and approaches available for importing data into OpenClinica.  Each can be used 

singly or in parallel, depending on the state of your data and level of expertise or familiarity with the tools. 

All tools are accessible to the end user and do not require specialist IT technical skills. Tools available 

include: 

 Excel 

 TDS data importer (developed by http://www.trialdatasolutions.com)  

 OC Data Importer (developed by https://community.openclinica.com/extension/ocdataimporter) 

 CIT Importer (developed by the Clinical Infrastructure team) 

 

Which tool should I use? 

There is no hard and fast rule which tool will be most appropriate for you use, they can all do the job with 

the same end results. The key differences between the tools are as follows: 

 

 CIT Data Importer includes an option to skip populating events and fields for which no data has been 

collected against a particular subject. 

 

 OC DataImporter has good error checking prior to data load into OpenClinica. You can rerun the 

generation of the XML file over and over again until the report files show no errors. CIT data 

importer runs the import immediately and only shows errors after import which can then be 

corrected with a second import (OpenClinica keeps an audit log of changes). 

 

 Both CIT and OC data importers have a manual mapping process.  The advanced data mapping 

process outlined in section 6 can be used with both tools, although the excel formulas are currently 

set up to create the OC data import mapping file, not the mapping file for CIT.  

 

 TDS Importer is useful for those comfortable working in Access and primarily used for loading 

subjects and scheduling events, not for loading study data.   

 

 

  

http://www.trialdatasolutions.com/
https://community.openclinica.com/extension/ocdataimporter
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2 Installing the import tools 
 

2.1 OCdataimporter 

OCDataImporter is a graphical interface that takes a text file as input and maps the data to the Study Meta 

Data XML file for conversion and import of CRF data as an XML file into OpenClinica. 

1.) Download OCdataimporter from https://community.openclinica.com/extension/ocdataimporter.  

Unzip the files and save to a new folder …/Desktop/OC Import. 

 

 
 

2.) Click the shortcut OCDataImporter to open the application. 

 

2.2 CIT Importer 

The CIT Importer does not require download. It is installed on your OpenClinica instance and available 

directly through a url http://openclinica-testing.medschl.cam.ac.uk/superimporter/index.php (the 

highlighted section will be specific to your instance). If you are using a locally managed instance of 

OpenClinica, please contact the CIT team for information on installing the CIT Data Importer on your server. 

 

 

2.3  TDS access database  

 

https://community.openclinica.com/extension/ocdataimporter
http://openclinica-testing.medschl.cam.ac.uk/superimporter/index.php
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The TDS Access database.  

1. Download the TDS Access database file here.    

2. Unzip the file and open the Access mdb-file. 

3. Go to the tables-section and open tblSOAPParameters.  

 

 

 
 

4. Change sysURL  to match you’re the location of your OpenClinica server. (Ensure that the end / is 

included in your url) 

5. Change tempdir to the directory you use on your local PC for temporary files. 

To use the TDS importer it is assumed you have your web-services running on OpenClinica and that your 

OpenClinica user account has been set up as an authorized user root to use the SOAP-services.  

 

  

http://www.trialdatasolutions.com/tds/CRFExamples/wsclient_20131119.zip
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3 Import Subjects & Events 
 

3.1 Prepare your subject and event data  

It is assumed your data is in an Excel format.  The example below shows only three fields being populated. 

Depending on your study Secondary ID, Person ID and Date of Birth may also be populated. 

Prepare an Excel file with both Subject and Event records as show below. (These can be in the same Excel file 

on different tabs). Ensure Gender is in the form of lowercase m and f.  OpenClinica is case sensitive and 

import of M and F (or Male/Female) will fail. 

 

 Event records are shown below. Extraction of the EventOID is detailed below in section 3.4 

 

 
3.2 TDS access database  

Study subjects can be added using the TDS Access database. (See section 2.3 TDS access database for 

installation instructions  
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In the TDS Access database, open the form frmGetStudies. Fill in your OpenClinica username and password 

and click the button get studies. The result is written into tblOCStudies.  

 

3.3 Import your subject records to TDS 

1. OPTIONAL:  If you are not importing Date of Birth or Person ID then rightmouse click the 

tblNewSubjectsToCreate open in design mode and change the attribute of fields  PersonID and 

DateOfBirth to Required: No  

 

 
 

2. On the  External data tab of the Access toolbar, click Excel (to import)  
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3. which opens the Get External Data dialog.  Browse to your excel file containing your subject data. 

4. select the option to Append a copy of records to the table and select from the dropdown 

tblNewSubjectsToCreate 

 

5. Click OK 

6. Select the worksheet which contains subject data.  (If the column headers in your spread sheet are 

named the same as the Access table columns you will not need to match the fields) 

 

 

 

7. Click Next 

8. Click Finish 

9. Open the table tblNewSubjectsToCreate to show the subject records imported into Access. 
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10. Open the form frmCreateStudySubjects, fill in your username and password and choose the 

appropriate Study. If a Study has one or more Sites, you can choose one of the Sites and the Subjects 

will be assigned to that Site. If you leave this blank, the Subjects will be assigned to the Study.  

11. Click the button create study subjects 

12. Once the process has run, you can open the table tblNewSubjectsToCreate and the response field 

will contain details of success or error. If there are errors, review your input data, selection of study 

etc.  

 

13. View the imported subject records in OpenClinica in the subject matrix 
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3.4 Import and Schedule Events with TDS 

When preparing your Excel import of event records you can find the StudyEventOIDs in the table 

tblStudyEventDef. 

 

1. Copy and paste the event OID against your subject records in Excel. Note in the above example there 

are three events. For multiple events you need to create a row for each event against each subject 

(so three rows for each subject)  

StudySubjectID EventOID Location StartDate 

C001807 SE_ILLUMINAMANIFESTUPLOAD_8272 
 

01/09/2014 

C001807 SE_ILLUMINAQC_8933 
 

07/09/2014 

C001807 SE_SEQUENCINGFILESCHECK_2213 
 

18/09/2014 

 

 

2. Follow the steps to import to Excel as per subject data  > open the excel import option  

3. Browse to the Excel file holding event data 

4. Choose the append option and select the dropdown table tblNewEventsToCreate 
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5. Ensure you select the worksheet Events 

 

 

6. Click Next 

7. Click Continue 

8. Check the table tblNewEventsToCreate to see your imported records 
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9. Open the form frmCreateEvents type in your username and password and select the appropriate 

study 

 

 

10. Check the table tblNewEventsToCreate and check the response success – if there are errors review 

your data, table and study selected is correct. 

 

 

11. Review your scheduled events inOpenClinica 
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4 Importing CRF data with OCDataImporter 
 

Once you have added your subject and event records to OpenClinica you are now ready to import the actual 

CRF data collected by clinicians. 

It is expected that you will already have gone through the process of creating your CRFs and that these have 

been tested and loaded into OpenClinica and assigned to the event records you created above. Development 

of CRFs is detailed in a separate document. 

For simplicity the example below shows all data to be imported held in a single spreadsheet, although 

spread over three events/CRFs to be imported against. (Blue, green and yellow each represent a separate 

CRF) 

 

 

The three events are:  

           

And the three associated CRFs are: 
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4.1 OCdataimporter – manual mapping 

Open OCDataImporter from the shortcut created when you downloaded OCDataImporter (See above 

Section 2 for instructions to download) 
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4.2 Download your study metadata file 

1.) In OpenClinica in go to Tasks > View Study and click the link “Download the study metadata here”.  

This will open the study metadata XML file. 

 
 

2.) Right mouse click the XML file and do a ‘Save As’ to the folder …/Desktop/OC Import. You may want 

to rename the file to reflect your study (here it is called StudyMetadataWGS1.0) 

3.) Save your data file as a tab delimited txt file to the same location. 

 

 
 

You should then have two files – your study metadata XML file and your data import txt file 

 

javascript:openDocWindow('DownloadStudyMetadata?studyId=46');
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4.3 Match you study data and study metadata 

1.) Click Browse and select both files 

 
 

2.) Click ‘Read Input files’ 

3.) Set the program parameters for date format, gender (OpenClinica expects lowercase m and f), 

subject start date, duplicate subject IDs, location. 

4.) Leave ODM file split as ‘0’ 

5.) Click ‘Confirm Program Parameters’ 

 

6.) Your excel data columns will be loaded into the first column ‘StudyData Column’.  OCdataimporter 

will attempt to match again the core subject fields as show above.  

7.) Select the OC targe: Study Event (in the example below there are three study events) 
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8.) Select the correct CRF and Group (if groups exist in your CRF) 

9.) The last drop down will then present you with all the fields present in the CRF 

 

10.)  Select the appropriate CRF field and then click the ‘CopyTarget’ link against the related row. (Note: 

to clear the screen you can ‘show/hide the subject related fields’ by clicking the link at the bottom of 

the screen) 

 

 

11.) Continue matching fields until all dropdown CRF items have been associated with a row in the main 

part of the screen. 
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4.4 Generate the XML CRF data import file 

1.) Click ‘Start’   

 

 
 

 

2.) If all records were successfully processed the below screen will show.  If not review the errors which 

will be displayed in the lower pane as well as in the file OCdataImporter_warnings in …/Desktop/OC 

Import. 

 

 
 

 

 

3.) OCdataimporter generates a set of files and places them in the …/Desktop/OC Import folder.  The 

SQL files can be ignored (this is an alternate method for importing data for which there are detailed 

notes in the original OCDataImporter.pdf help file found in the folder below ).   
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The file that is important in this process is the DataImport_1.xml  file, which is the result of the 

matched study meta data and your excel data file. 

 

 
 

4.5 Import your CRF data XML file into OpenClinica 

1.) In OpenClinica click Tasks > Import Data 

 

 
 

2.) Browse to the DataImport_1.xml file and Click continue. 

 

 
 

3.) OpenClinica checks XML validation, study checks,OID metada, event CRF status and CRF edit checks 

and present the following screen (or a screen showing errors and which points it failed on) 
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4.) Scroll to the bottom of the screen and click continue to apply the records 

5.) Data successfully imported!    

 

 

 

The event records are then flagged as complete on data import and the icon changes to green in the 

subject matrix.  You can see on subject C001811 on the first event that the icon remains as 

scheduled.  This is because no data was imported for C001811.  
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5 CIT data importer 
 

The CIT data importer can be used independently for the end to end import process including: 

o Subject creation 

o Event scheduling 

o Study data import 

Assuming you have already gone through the process of cleaning you data, the next steps are to: 

1. Save your data file as [studyname].csv  

2. Columns A to F must contain the column headings SubjectID, SecondaryID, EnrollmentDate, 

PersonID, Gender and DOB as shown below. The import is case sensitive so ensure column headings 

are exactly as show. 

3. If you study is not collecting date of birth or is not using PersonID,  SecondaryID  or Gender the 

import file still expects to see the column headings.  

 

 

 

Open the CIT data importer at the url provided to you by the CIT team e.g. http://openclinica-

testing.medschl.cam.ac.uk/superimporter/index.php . You will be presented with the screen shown below 

 

http://openclinica-testing.medschl.cam.ac.uk/superimporter/index.php
http://openclinica-testing.medschl.cam.ac.uk/superimporter/index.php
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4. Select the study you are importing to from the dropdown list. 

5. Click”Choose file” and navigate to the file [studyname].csv 

6. Click “Upload file” 

 
 

 

7. Click “Continue to validation” of the uploaded file 

 

 

8. If there are errors, review the data in the first 6 columns.  Check if the expected data (DOB, Gender 

etc) match to the study parameters.  For gender, M and F are expected, not Male and Female. 

9. If there are no errors, you can click “Continue to import subjects”. 

10. If the subjects have already been loaded to the study, new subject records will not be created, 

instead the below message will show “subject X exists for study Y”. New records will be show 

“successful” with a summary of new records show at the bottom of the screen. Continue 
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11. Click “Continue to scheduling”. The next screen shows all the events in your study, select the ones 

you want to schedule, accept the default date or add a specific date. (Note you cannot schedule 

individual dates for each subject – if you need to schedule specific dates, your data import file will 

need to be split according to event date) 
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12. Click “Schedule selected events”. The next screen will show a line for every event per subject as 

scheduled with “success”.  If the event has already been scheduled for a particular subject, a 

warning will show.  (You cannot reschedule dates within CIT data importer, if they have already been 

scheduled. You can manually reschedule events through the interface, but this needs to be done on 

an event / by subject record, prior to data import) 

 

 
 

If the event has already been scheduled for a particular subject, a warning will show.  (You cannot 

reschedule dates within CIT data importer, if they have already been scheduled. You can manually 

reschedule events through the interface, but this needs to be done on an event / by subject record, 

prior to data import) 

 

 

 
 

 

13. Upload an existing mapping file (see Section 6)  or “Continue to CRF definitions” 
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14. Select the events you wish to schedule and the related CRF version. By default the latest CRF version 

is selected. 

15. Click “Continue to mapping”. Only the fields from the events ticked on the previous screen show on 

the left under CRF items. 

 

 

 

16. The field list on the left in blue dispalys the fields defined in your CRfs.  The field list to the right in 

red are the column headings from your csv import file. Drag and drop the appropriate fields form the 

csv import file against the CRF fields. 
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17. Any fields not mapped, will not have data imported against them. If you have a mix of subjects who 

do and don’t have data for a particulat event, tick the bottom box “Skip empty cells in data file” 

18. Once you have mapped all fields, click “Start Import!” 

 

 
 

19. For every subject, against each event and each field, you will get a result of “OK” if the data has 

imported successfully.  Any items that have not been imported will give an error message. 

20. Check if you records have imported as expected through the subject matrix in OpenClinica 
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6 Advanced Data Import Mapping 
 

The import steps described in the above sections for TDS import database,  CIT Data Importer and the OC 

Data Importer  can all be used without reference to the section on advanced data import mapping. 

The advanced data import mapping process is useful where you importing large amounts of data between 

OpenClinica instances. In OpenClinica, for auditing purposes there is no possibility of deleting data once it 

has been entered into OpenClinica, therefore it is important to ensure data being loaded into OpenClinica is 

‘clean’ and accurate.  To ensure accuracy it is envisaged there is likely, for most studies, that a staging service 

will do the first check on data import and once verified a second import will take place to the final live 

service.   

The steps and files described below facilitate this process.  

 

6.1 Files required for advanced mapping import 

 

File  file type file name Used for 

Study Metadata 
file 

xml DownloadStudyMetadata.xml Provides an output of all study 
metadata 

Keystone template tsv TAB_exportname_2015-01-21-
114325879.tsv 

Extracts  

CRF xls as named Needed to generate 
OpenClinica input screens and 
can be used for dummy data 
generation 

Mapping 
Definitions file 

xls matching and substitutions 
between sample and study 
XML - 
wahol_keystone_grid_edits.xlsx 

Needed to create the grid file 
from the keystone template and 
study metadata files 

ODI Grid file dmp ODI mapping file generated 
and stored by ODI 
import1_grid.dmp 

ODI mapping file generated and 
stored by ODI 

ODI Parameters 
file 

dmp ODI parameters file generated 
by ODI 
import1_parameters.dmp 

ODI parameters file generated 
by ODI. 

Study Data Import 
file 

xml ODI XML file ready to lead into 
OC DataImport_1 

XML import file generated by 
ODI of data to be imported into 
OpenClinica 

   Subject creation 

   Event Scheduling 

 

 

6.2 Extract source files for creation of mapping definitions file 
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1. In OpenClinica create your study, setting all study parameters according to you study protocols. 
2. Create CRFs and events against expected study data (and GEL min data set).   

 
(Note: consider merging multiple CRFs into single reference CRF for study - will only work 
for  studies collecting data outside of OpenClinica, if collecting within OpenClinica stay with 
study structure) 
 

3. Create and populate a single subject record for every event and field 
4. Export the single subject record with all events and fields from OpenClinica as tab delimited text 

file (tsv) to create the Keystone Template. 
 
 

 
 
 

5. Download study metadata - go to Tasks > View Study > click download study metadata at top of 
screen (link highlighted).  File will open, do a right-click and ‘save as’.  
 

 

 
 

The end result you should have two files to be used in Excel to create the Mapping Definitions 
file: 

 

o Study Metadata file: DownloadStudyMetadata.xml    
o Keystone template: TAB_[exportname]_2015-01-21-114325879.tsv 
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6.3 Create Mapping Definitions file 

When using OCDataImporter, the standard process is to load the Study Metadata file 
(DownloadStudyMetadata.xml) and the data import file and then manually map each column of 
data in your data import file against events and items, as shown below.   

 

 
 

The process described below bypasses the manual mapping and generates the parameters and 
grid file through Excel.  

 

 

6.3.1 In Excel - create the mapping definitions file 

To create Mapping Definitions file from the column headings of the Keystone Template (tsv) file and the 
study metadata definitions - do the following: 
 

1. Create two sheets first called Grid and second called field conversion 
2. Import study metadata into field conversion sheet as using the excel import wizard, as a txt file, 

fixed width which will bring in every line of xml as a single excel row/cell.  
 
Data on Field conversion sheet will look like below: 

 
 

 
 
 

3. Import ODI Grid file  into grid sheet as using the excel import wizard, again as a txt file. Go to 
Data tab > From Text > change file import dialog to ‘All files’ and select the ODI Grid file. 
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4. Select ‘delimited’ > click next > tick Other on delimiters options and add a ~ to seperate data. 
Click next and finish.  

 

Data on GRID sheet will look like below: 
 

 
 

 

5. On the  Field conversion sheet filter on <ItemRef ItemOID  to list all the items 
 

 
 

 

6.3.2 Creating  the ODI grid.dmp file  

In order to create the ODI grid.dmp file some cleanup must be done on the grid and file conversion 
sheets.  The mapping definitions spreadsheet will be provided in a format, with the correct cleanup 
formulas, so that all that is needed is a paste of the keystone template and study metadata is needed.  
Explanation of formulas is provided as a reference only.  
 
 
With the below formulas applied copy/paste the resulting column L into Wordpad and save as 
ODI [study_name]_grid.dmp to the ODI folder.   
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6.3.2.1 File conversion sheet formulas 

 
 

Column B -  strips out the Unique item ID with  
=MID(A156,(FIND(CHAR(34),A156)+1),(-1+FIND(CHAR(34),A156,(FIND(CHAR(34),A156,1)+1))-
(FIND(CHAR(34),A156)))) 

 

Column C -  creates the Core item ID (without suffix automatically added by OC)  
 

=LEFT(B156,(-1+FIND("@",SUBSTITUTE(B156,"_","@",LEN(B156)-
LEN(SUBSTITUTE(B156,"_","")))))) 

 

Column D - generates table name (with hardcoded event info - E1__1__C1   this is only possible 
if all data is held in a single CRF and a dingle event) 

  

=CONCATENATE(SUBSTITUTE(B156,"I__REF__",""),"__E1__1__C1"," ") 
 

Column E -  generates values for XML  (includes hardcoding which will need modifying for each 
study)  

 

=CONCATENATE("SE_TIME_TRIAL.F__REF_MIN_DAT_9575_V10.IG__REF__PEDIGREE_431.",B15
6) 

 
A named range is created called ‘autolink’ and is used on vlookup between data on the Grid sheet and 
Field Conversion sheet 
 

6.3.2.2 GRID sheet formulas 
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 Columns A to J have been imported as described above 

  

 

Column K - Matched ref -  does a vlookup against Field Conversion sheet data 

 

=VLOOKUP(CONCATENATE("I__REF__",SUBSTITUTE(B14,"_E1_1_C1","",1)),autolink,3,FALSE) 
 

Column L -  Dmp file -  is final output to be pasted into ODI Grid (dmp) file 

 

=IF((ISERROR(K13)),CONCATENATE(A13,CONCATENATE("~",C13),"~",D13,"~",E13,"~",F13,"~",G1
3,"~",H13,"~",I13,"~",J13),CONCATENATE(A13,CONCATENATE("~",K13),"~",D13,"~",E13,"~",F13,
"~",G13,"~",H13,"~",I13,"~",J13)) 

 

6.3.3 Generate XML data import file 

Having generated your ODI Grid.dmp file you can now run through the standard OCDataImprter steps 
outlined in section 4.3 to generate the study data XML file for import into OpenClinica. 
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7 Data Export from OpenClinica 
 

 

 

 

1. In OpenClinica go to Tasks > Extract Data > Create dataset > click “select all items in study” 
 

 
 
 

2. Save and define scope > select earliest to latest dates possible 01/01/1980 – 31/12/2015 
 

 
 
 

3. Provide name for data set and description, select item status “Data from all available CRFs” 
4. Click Continue > Confirm and save 
5. Select your preferred data format 
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6. Click “Run now”.  An email will be sent once available for download and an alert notice will show 
in top left pane. Download and open files in preferred analysis application (SPSS, excel etc) 
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8 Data Cleaning  
Section coming.  
 
Excel, Google Refine, eyeballs… 

 
 

9 Test Data Generation (optional)  
Section coming.  
 

OPTIONAL  Data Generation  for testing / creating dummy data only, step not needed for regular study 
data upload) 
a. Open a copy of the original CRF used to loaded into the study in step 2 above 
b. Import into a new sheet in the CRF the file Keystone template TAB_[exportname]_2015-01-21-
114325879.tsv 
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10 Common Import Errors 
 

10.1 Study Subject IDs and OIDs 

1.) A common error on importing CRF data is that the Subject OID is not found in the study, even though 

you have already added all you subject records.  

 

 

When study subjects are added directly through the OpenClinica interface, a Study Subject ID OID is 

generated.  This system prefixes your study subject Id with SS_ so C001852 becomes SS_C001852 

 

 

In your tab delimited txt file ensure your Study Subject ID includes any suffixes (the prefix will automatically 

beincluded) 
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11 Exporting Data 
 

1.) Click Tasks > Create Dataset 

2.) Click the button ‘ Proceed to Create a Dataset’ 

3.) You are presented with a navigation pane on the left of you study events, subject, group and CRF 

attributes etc.  Click on the appropriate item in the navigation pane and tick the items you wish to 

export. 

 

 
 

 

4.) Click ‘Save and Add more Items’ to navigate to another CRF, Event etc 

5.) Click ‘Save and Define Scope’ to move to next screen to set you dates you wish to export against 

 

 
 

6.) Add the export set name, description 
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7.) Select whether you wanted data from completed, incomplete or all CRFs. 

8.) Click continue 

9.) Click ‘Confirm and Save’ 

10.)  Select the format you wish to export to (in this case we are selected Excel) 

 

 
 

 

11.) Click ‘Run Now’ 

12.) Navigate back to datasets – In alerts navigation pane a message will appear when your data extract 

job has run providing a link to download the file. 

 

 
 

13.)  You can also access the data set and any previous ones run by click Tasks > View Datasets > and 

clicking the Export Dataset icon. 

 


